**In Stitches** Dijon linen cocktail napkins are ideal for the hostess who has everything—during party season, you can never have too many. $195 for eight; julkab.com.

**Liquid Gold** Ripe olives quickly cold-pressed and bottled yield a sublime olive oil. $36; formaggiodikitchen.com.

---

**PRACTICAL PLEASURES**

---

**Warm and Yummy** A collection of flavored black, green, and red teas recalls the taste of such patisserie classics as macarons, madeleines, and financiers. $32 each; mariagefreres.com.

**Tray Chic** Monogram an antique silver nut dish as a singular token of thanks. From $40; croghanjewelbox.com.

**Leader of the Pack** Style hounds will wag their tails at the Fado leash—a super-fashionable lead made from marine rope that’s been dip-dyed for an au courant ombré effect, with brass hardware to boot. $68; michelebaran.com.

**Bottle Rocket** A handsome tigereye bar accessory from Aenn makes a party-ready stocking stuffer. $1150; bergdorfgoodman.com.

**Fine Prints** Artist Kazumi Yoshida designs fabrics for Clarence House and is also an accomplished painter—prints of his whimsical, vivid watercolors are instant smile inducers. From $270; tigerflowerstudio.com.